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Hello Boss Babes 
I am so honoured to welcome you to the very 1st edition of The Boss Mag, our digital offering from Boss

Babes of South Africa. Today marks the 1st year of a long journey through which I created Boss Babes of

South Africa, to empower, inspire and help women to collaborate utilising each other’s strengths and

stories of struggles to succeed. Our team has put immense effort into the 1st edition of The Boss Mag.

Our aim of the Magazine is to provide content that is relatable, candid and inspirational. I have no doubt

you will find unique offerings as we have leveraged our professional community of female experts to

contribute monthly to this amazing digital offering. 

We trust you will find depth and substance in the articles in this edition and future editions. We are

always on the lookout for amazing contributions, from powerful women who are willing to share their

journeys with us. If you would like to contribute to future editions head over to our Instagram page

@thebossmag_ send a direct message to our team indicating the topic of interest. Our Magazine contains

diverse topics bringing you numerous value-added articles and monthly you can look forward to topics

on well-being, health, finance, beauty, fashion, social media plus photography tips. We have brought

together the cream of the crop in terms of content creators to put together this wonderful offering, to

bring to you numerous value-added takeaways that you will be able to leverage and be inspired by.

A huge congratulations to our community of over 20 000 women across all Social Media (IG, Facebook,

LinkedIn) platforms. We know this is but a start to our powerful presence as an all-female empowered

brand. We look forward to your continued support to grow from strength to strength month to month.

We appreciate all the powerful women who have come together without obligation to date to support

our brand and inspire us to do bigger and better. We are only able to grow with your support, and more

women raising their voices to add value to this world.

We look forward to welcoming more women of SA to our organisation by dedicating 2min of your time

and registering on our new and updated website 

➡REGISTER ON www.bossbabesofsouthafrica.co.za 

Thank you for being part of this amazing initiative as we continue to break barriers, change the narrative

and celebrate the women of South Africa. 

Thank you

Kovini Moodley

LETTER
FROM THE

CEO



THE BOSS MAG

LAUNCH EVENT

 

The Boss Mag launch was an incredible event. It

was a celebration of women coming together to

share on this momentous occasion. We

laughed, networked, shared our experiences

and overall had a great time! Thank you to

Adega Sunninghill for hosting us and providing

impeccable service and food. We were also

treated to a wonderful cake from The Sugar

Counter, and perfume from Montle Cosmetics.

 

 

Find them on Instagram:

@thebossmag_

@adega_sunninghill

@thesugarcounter

@montle_cosmetics
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By Olivia Renecke
@life_according_to_liv

     FEATURE ARTICLE

 LIFE IS SHORT, BE A BOSS!

The first thing you notice about Kovini when you meet her is her

natural ability to make you feel empowered. She’s engaging and

present in a way that makes the atmosphere in the room shift. A

trailblazer fighting for women equality. Join me, as we meet the CEO of

Boss Babes of South Africa.

Kovini grew up in a little town south of Durban in KZN and as a young

changemaker had always felt a deep desire to impact and contribute to

causes larger than herself. A Chartered Accountant by profession,

Kovini has worked for multiple large corporates and her work ethic

often speaks for itself irrespective of the industry that she adds value

to. During her life journey, she experienced instances whereby women

would tear other women down by competing and creating negative

experiences for other women.“We often wait for others to  do

something,  however, I decided to be the voice of change"

Boss Babes is a platform for women to come together and tell their

stories of success and struggle.  It’s a safe space for women to change

narratives and have authentic, progressive,  conversations. Her ability

to utilise skills to empower others and leverage a powerful community

of professionals is an extension of her personality.

As a Chartered Accountant,  I value integrity and believe that we have

so much to offer each other, our true purpose is all about what we’re

able to do for others and how we impact the world at large. BBSA is the

perfect story of turning pain into power and power into inspiration from

their already more than 20 000 strong sisterhood, a support base that is

growing daily. Her passion for women empowerment shines brighter

every day as she uses her voice as a tool to empower women around

her. 

BossBabes of South Africa is a Sandton based, all female-run digital

empowerment platform. Established to not only empower women

across South Africa but teach them that when women come together,

they affect change that goes far beyond them. Kovini’s constant

message is inclusion and collaboration over unhealthy competition.

Her community is filled with brilliant minds (doctors, lawyers, pilots,

entrepreneurs, philanthropists and a host of specialists across a host of

diverse industries) who are committed and obsessed with empowering

and inspiring other women.
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Free business workshops hosted by multifaceted women

Various skill-sharing initiatives 

Training and then marketing graduates in the media space

This powerhouse gives back through:

Why was Boss Babes founded?

Moodley explains; “I have survived disempowering episodes of

discrimination, which lead me to reflect and create this platform, a platform

where all voices can be heard and where personal pain and stories of

resilience, can be leveraged to inspire other women.”

She continues; “There is immense bravery in speaking out and speaking

your truth in a way that creates awareness and power. Women, especially

women of colour, need to be reminded of their self-worth and not be

diminished by the worthless opinions of others. Women of colour face

numerous challenges and barriers such as micro-aggressions and tone

policing daily, and the time has come to break the stereotypes and

dismantle the preconceived notions that support these systems.”

 

 “We need to be encouraged to take back our power, voices and minds and

ensure that we celebrate our value, uniqueness and diversity. Speaking up

empowers others to also live from a place that supports their authentic true

selves.”

In a world that needs inspiration, Boss Babes of South Africa is the

lighthouse that never dims. Join this phenomenal sisterhood today lead by

a leader that is beautiful inside and out.
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TEN WAYS TO TAKE
A BREAK

With the impact of Covid-19 we seem to be working harder by having less focus time and
more daily meetings. We may find ourselves being so overwhelmed with our work that

we hardly take any breaks. 
 

The lack of taking a break is serious and can eventually lead to employee burnout.
Burnout is when an individual experiences mental, physical and emotional exhaustion

caused by stress. 

Here are 10 tips to ensure you take a break 

1.GET MOVING
We often find ourselves so consumed by our work that

we tend to be glued to our screens. When you feel

under pressure or anxious, ensure to take a leg stretch

outside. Looking at the scenery around you will bring a

sense of calmness to you.

2. ENGAGE
Deadlines drive us to become disengaged from

the rest of the world. Take out a few minutes to

interact with others around you. A good

conversation with your peers or colleagues can

help you feel less pressurized.

3. BREATHE 
Did you know that taking a fresh breath of air can

help increase your energy and mental focus? Yes,

that's right! By breathing fresh air you can increase

your oxygen levels in your blood, this in turn provides

better circulation in your brain, therefore keeping you

energised. 

4. SET DAILY REMINDERS
Losing track of time has become the norm for most

employees. We become so absorbed in our own

bubble that we forget about ourselves. When you

know that you have a busy ahead, set a reminder for

yourself to take a break. 
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5. PHONE A FRIEND
Every day should include upliftment! Take out some

time to laugh with your colleagues or phone a friend

or family member that is able to lift your spirit's high.

Connecting with people that make you feel good is a

great form of self-care. 

6. LISTEN TO MUSIC
A great way to put your mind at ease is to play music.

Finding the right genre of music is important, you

should listen to music that makes you feel calm and

tranquil. This triggers the release of endorphins,

which is an internal hormone that makes you feel

good.

7. STAY HYDRATED
You should drink water every day. Most people have

been told they should drink 6 to 8 glasses a day.

That’s a reasonable goal for most people to achieve.

Dehydration leads to a decrease in concentration,

therefore it is important to take breaks and hydrate

yourself. Keep those concentration levels up!

8. DONT OVERBOOK

YOURSELF 
When planning your day ensure that you that you

plan breaks in between all of your meetings. If you

overbook yourself you will end up feeling

exhausted at the end of the day. You should be

able to prioritize what is important and also be to

kind to yourself

9. SELF-REFLECTION
Keep a journal on you, or use the notepad section on

your phone/laptop to write down your challenges and

winnings. At the end of the week you can look at how

far you have come and what you have achieved. This

will allow you to reflect on your thoughts and may

even spark some new ideas. 

10. ENJOY A GOOD MEAL
Lastly, due to our busy schedule, we find ourselves

rushing through lunch at our desks. Take a break,

and enjoy your nutritious meal anywhere but your

desk! Remember that portion sizes are important. A

full sized meal tends to make one less active during

the remainder of the day. 

Article by:
Jodine Naidoo (MCom Industrial Psychology)
HR Specialist, Psychometrist, Industrial & Organisational Psychologist
Instagram: @jodine_naidoo
Facebook: Jodine Lynn Naidoo
Email: jodinenaidoo1@gmail.com
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Get in touch with us
 

@thebossmag_

connect@bossbabesofsouthafrica.co.za
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